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Dual emission in purely organic materials for
optoelectronic applications
Nadzeya A. Kukhta * and Martin R. Bryce *
Purely organic molecules, which emit light by dual emissive (DE) pathways, have received increased
attention in the last decade. These materials are now being utilized in practical optoelectronic, sensing
and biomedical applications. In order to further extend the application of the DE emitters, it is crucial to
gain a fundamental understanding of the links between the molecular structure and the underlying
photophysical processes. This review categorizes the types of DE according to the spin multiplicity and
time range of the emission, with emphasis on recent experimental advances. The design rules towards
novel DE molecular candidates, the most perspective types of DE and possible future applications are
outlined. These exciting developments highlight the opportunities for new materials synthesis and pave
the way for accelerated future innovation and developments in this area.
1. Introduction
Purely organic light-emitting compounds with an aromatic back-
bone have emerged as promising materials for optoelectronic
and biomedical applications. In turn, multicolour-emissive
systems, in particular dual emitters (DEs), show a great potential
to extend the applications to sensors,1 data encryption,2
anticounterfeiting3 and high-sensitivity bioimaging,4 as well as
the production of cost-efficient white organic light emitting
diodes (WOLEDs).5–7
In biology, small-molecule fluorescent probes are used exten-
sively for cellular imaging owing to their simplicity of operation,
short response time and non-invasiveness.8 Fluorescent imaging
reagents which give cellular images with two different colours,
can distinguish sites of interest from false positive signals
generated by adventitious fluorescent biomolecules in the moni-
toring processes.9 They can also allow for in situ fluorescence
based ratiometric reporting of cell conditions such as pH,
temperature, hydrophilicity/phobicity, or oxygen concentration.
In an alternate application, the construction of WOLEDs
generally requires the use of two (blue and yellow) or three
(blue, green, and red) different colour emitters, covering the
whole visible light range from 400 to 700 nm to achieve good
colour rendering. This requirement often leads to complex
device architectures, demanding fabrication processes and high
cost in order to accommodate multiple emissive materials.10 In
contrast to systems composed of several fluorescent molecules,
single-molecular systems with white emission through DE have
several advantages: they can avoid the drawbacks of phase
separation, colour aging, and degradation; moreover, they lead
to enhanced reproducibility and stability, as well as simpler
device fabrication.11,12 However, the design of purely organic
molecules capable of blue/yellow DE suitable for efficient
WOLEDs requires in-depth understanding of the different DE
mechanisms. As an additional complication,11 ideal WOLEDs
should also harvest the electro-generated excited triplet states in
order to reach the highest internal quantum efficiency of 100%
by utilizing thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF)13 or
phosphorescence (PH)14 most commonly for the yellow-emitting
excited state.
Finally, materials with time-dependent and/or excitation-
dependant luminescence colour changes have recently
attracted experimental attention for encryption and anticoun-
terfeiting, thereby increasing the range of tools for modern data
security.15
An interesting but often overlooked DE phenomenon stems
simply from the existence of two (or more) emissive singlet states
in a molecule.16 Originally discovered in azulene,17 the rare
occurrence of simultaneous emission from the first and second
singlet excited states violates Kasha’s rule.18 The DE phenom-
enon was further explored in the intramolecular charge transfer
(ICT) states in a push–pull 4-N,N-dimethylaminobenzonitrile
(DMABN) compound by Lippert et al. in 1959.19 The insights
gained from the myriad of subsequent studies have led to a
much deeper understanding of the locally excited (LE) and
charge transfer (CT) states that give rise to fluorescence, and
in some cases DE.
DE remains rare and remarkable when discovered in new
materials, as fluorescence is a fast relaxation process in which a
molecule in the excited singlet state returns to the ground state
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by emitting energy in the form of photons, following the initial
photoabsorption (Fig. 1(a)).13 In most materials, rapid internal
conversion (IC) to the lowest excited singlet state significantly
outcompetes all other radiative processes, and so emission is
observed only from that state – in accordance with Kasha’s rule,
and precluding DE. In contrast, in ICT materials the equili-
brium of a parent LE state and a twisted intramolecular charge
transfer (TICT) state represents the most common case of dual
fluorescence,20 although singlet DE can also originate from the
existence of dual CT states,21 excimer states,22 excited state
intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT)23 and structural modi-
fication of the emitter upon absorption of UV light.24
However, DE in a single molecule can also be achieved with
the involvement of states of different multiplicity. An appro-
priate balance of emission and intersystem crossing (ISC) rates
can generate coexisting populations of singlet and triplet states,
both of which are sensitive to molecular structure and the
environment.25 Importantly, for this balance to be achieved,
two conditions should be satisfied: (i) sufficiently fast ISC rate
to ensure that all singlet states are converted to triplets; (ii) long
enough triplet lifetime to insure the occurrence of PH. While
the majority of such materials require the absence of oxygen,
low temperature and rigid host matrices, in some cases PH can
be observed in absence of these stringent requirements.26
Hence, DE comprised of simultaneous fast fluorescence and
slower phosphorescence with lifetimes in microsecond (ms) or
millisecond (ms) scales can be observed at room temperature
and sometimes under ambient conditions.27 In contrast, a
reverse ISC (RISC) process, occurring from the lowest triplet
(T1) to singlet (S1) states with assistance of a small energy gap
(DEST r 0.3 eV) at room temperature, leads to the well-known
TADF phenomenon, with a lifetime in the microsecond
range.28–30 TADF processes rarely lead to DE, as both the
prompt fluorescence (PF) and delayed fluorescence (DF) arise
from the same excited state and generate the same emission
spectrum. In materials with a moderate DEST (0.3–0.6 eV) as
well as the assistance of higher triplet states (a small S1–Tn
gap),31 room temperature phosphorescence (RTP) with compar-
able luminescence lifetimes (ms vs. ms) but a different spectrum
can sometimes be obtained, together generating DE.32 Due to
the great difference in the lifetimes of TADF and RTP, tuning
the balance in the population of singlet and triplet excitons via
ISC and RISC processes of S1 2 T1 is hard to achieve.
25
However, recently it was found that TADF can be promoted
through the Tn–S1 channel, leading to simultaneous TADF and
RTP emission.33 Apart from the nanosecond range DE arising
from combined fluorescence and phosphorescence, DE though
dual phosphorescence stemming from higher triplet states has
also been reported.34
Given the complexity of engineering any of the DE combina-
tions, the study of the mechanism of dual photoluminescence
is particularly important and highly challenging as it needs to
consider not only the molecule itself but also the surrounding
environment in solution, crystalline state or thin film.20 Firstly,
conformational isomerism, achieved by restricting covalent
bonds at different dihedral angles, leads to different spatial
arrangements of atoms in a molecule.35 Owing to the resulting
changes in electron distribution and interactions, the confor-
mers generally exhibit very distinct photophysical properties
with distinct emission from each conformer.36,37 Structural
equilibrium between the conformers or distributions of the
conformers arising from film preparation opens an ideal path-
way for the observation of dual (or multiple) emission. Further-
more, supramolecular structures and intermolecular
noncovalent interactions can dominate the excited-state and
emission properties in some materials.38 Thus, inter- and
intramolecular hydrogen bonds were confirmed to restrict
intramolecular rotations and increase molecular rigidity, con-
tributing to the suppression of non-radiative rates.39 Further-
more, the diffusion of oxygen is slowed down in ordered media
such as an organic crystal, therefore suppressing DF/phosphor-
escence quenching.40 As a result, the ratio between fluores-
cence and delayed emission can be manipulated by the degree
of crystallinity of a sample.41
The diversity of fortuitously discovered DE materials has
prompted us to assess and review the different reported cases
of this phenomenon. This review categorizes the types of DE
according to the spin multiplicity and time range of the
Fig. 1 (a) Jablonski diagram, presenting an overview of photoabsorption, prompt fluorescence (PF), thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF)
and room temperature phosphorescence (RTP). ISC – intersystem crossing; RISC – reverse intersystem crossing; IC – internal conversion;
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emission. Therefore, six types of DE are considered: (i) dual
prompt fluorescence (PF) (LE/CT, CT/CT); (ii) PF and delayed
fluorescence (DF); (iii) PF and RTP; (iv) DF and RTP; (v) dual
RTP and (vi) dual DF (Fig. 1(b)). By focusing on each type, we
aim to study in detail the structure–property and environment–
property relationships of the dual emitters and answer several
essential questions: (i) is it possible to control DE? (ii) can
efficient DE materials be purposely designed, and which types
of DE are achievable based on a consistent set of design
principles? (iii) which new applications could arise from the
successful design of dual emitters?
2. Combinations of DE
2.1. Dual prompt photoluminescence
In the case of dual prompt fluorescence, simultaneous emis-
sion takes place from two singlet states of either locally excited
(LE) or charge transfer (CT) nature. Dual PF is the most widely
investigated type of dual emission, as it can be easily detected
by steady-state spectroscopy in ambient conditions (as oxygen-
sensitive triplet states are not involved). Closely linked to the
molecular structure, dual PF can be observed in purely organic
molecules with both donor–acceptor (D–A) and non-D–A archi-
tectures. Generally, prompt DE can be divided into several sub-
types according to the nature of the chromophores and excited
states involved, coupling between the units, and the influence
of molecular aggregation: (a) LE/CT, (b) CT/CT, (c) ESIPT,
(d) structural reorganization and (e) aggregation-induced dual
emission (AIDE) (Fig. 2). For the observation of LE/CT and
CT/CT types of DE a D–A molecular backbone featuring a
rotatable single bond between the D and A units is a necessary
condition. Photoexcitation initiates electron transfer (ET) from
the donor to the acceptor, leading to a change in the excited
singlet state geometry by either a twisted intramolecular charge
transfer (TICT) or a planarized intramolecular charge transfer
(PICT) mechanism. Thus, both TICT and PICT compounds
require rotation around a single bond in the twisted excited
state. TICT materials start from an almost planar geometry in
the ground state and twist in the excited state; on the contrary,
PICT compounds start from a twisted geometry in the electro-
nic ground state, and a planarized system is formed in the
excited state by similar rotation around a single bond.42,43
A change in the S1 geometry usually results in a change in
the wavelength and intensity of the PF. Such distinct emission
properties of TICT and PICT systems are potentially
environment-dependent, making them ideal sensors for sol-
vents, (micro)viscosity, and chemical species.43 For the obser-
vation of DE, both planarized and twisted conformations of the
emitter must exist in equilibrium, emitting simultaneously
with distinct spectra. For instance, intramolecular CT, followed
by the combination of polarization stabilization and skeletal
motion towards planarization, was observed in a series of
N,N0-disubstituted-dihydrodibenzo[a,c]phenazines reported by
the groups of Tian and Chou.44 The combination of the initial
CT state and the final planarization state renders the full
spectrum, which can be tuned upon optimization of the
surrounding media. Furthermore, the elaboration of the host-
enhanced intramolecular charge-transfer and host-induced
restriction of intramolecular rotation in the novel host–guest
complex bearing a D–A–D0 dual PF emitter, comprising
binaphthol and coumarin donors, led to the generation of
white-light emission with CIE coordinates (0.33, 0.34).45
Fig. 2 Jablonski diagrams, presenting an overview of the processes in (a) LE/CT, (b) CT/CT, (c) ESIPT, (d) structural reorganization and (e) AIDE types
of prompt DE. ET – electron transfer; RPT – reverse proton transfer; SR – structural reorganization; RSR – reverse structural reorganization;
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The degree of conjugation between the donor and acceptor
fragments significantly controls the nature of the observed
emission bands. Partial coupling of D and A fragments, gen-
erally achieved via the introduction of a single C–C or N–C
bond, leads to polarity-independent LE emission, generally
featuring a vibronic structure and peaking at shorter wave-
lengths when compared to the Gaussian-shaped CT bands. For
example, strong D–A coupling in the boron-dipyrromethene
(BODIPY) – carbazole system 1 (Fig. 3) resulted in the equili-
brium of 1LE (510 nm) and strongly emissive 1CT (620 nm)
states (Fig. 4(a)), which was retained at various temperatures in
solvents of different polarity.46 In turn, peculiar DE from two
singlet states in 2 was observed in violation of Kasha’s rule.18
DE in 2 was accompanied by a negligible structural rearrange-
ment upon electronic excitation and subsequent relaxation,
and optimal energy gaps of the two optical bands (S02 and
S01) with fast (200 fs) internal conversion (S2 - S1) lead to
decoupled relaxation and simultaneous radiative decay from
both S2 and S1. Polarity independence of the S02 band and a red
shift of the S01 band, respectively, give a hint of the LE/CT
origin of the DE.47
Extension of the conjugated backbone by the insertion of
triple CRC bonds in the systems 3 and 4 facilitated the D–A
coupling that resulted in DE from LE and CT states. Interest-
ingly, LE emission was switched on at higher excitation energy,
while the CT emission was accessible at lower excitation
energy.48,49
LE/CT DE has also been observed in purely organic poly-
mers. The simultaneous observation of PL from both LE and
CT states in fluorene-dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide random
copolymer 5 was explained by the competition of the LE emission
with the solvent reorganization time at low temperature in polar
media. Such a competition clearly identifies the dual nature of
the excited state as a function of molecular conformation
(relaxation) and ratio of the monomer units.50 DE of 5 was
successfully utilized in the single-polymer OLED, displaying
broad greenish-white electroluminescence.
On the other hand, a fully range-separated chromophore
decoupling is also responsible for unlocking the LE emission
channel. Chujo et al. studied the influence of oligofluorene
chain length on the electronic interaction between the chromo-
phores in a series of oligofluorene-BODIPY dyads.51 Interestingly,
only the heptamer 6 revealed supressed energy transfer resulting
in deep-blue LE and red DE from the oligofluorene fragment and
the ICT state to BODIPY, respectively. These results implied that
the effective exciton diffusion length in oligofluorene might be
from 5 to 7 fluorene units.
While simultaneous LE/CT emission is more common in
C–C bonded D–A systems, it can also occur in more twisted N–C
bonded D–A compounds. For instance, detailed analysis of the
crystal structure of the D–A–D triad 7 revealed that conforma-
tion plays an important role in determining the fluorescence
properties of the polymorphs. Thus, the band at 427 nm,
assigned to the LE emission of the phenothiazine (PTZ) unit,
Fig. 3 Examples of PF LE/CT and CT/CT dual emitters. Some of these compounds also possess RTP/TADF in the absence of oxygen (RT), so mixed
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was observed only in the polymorphs with a planarized D–A
backbone, along with the CT band at 530–643 nm. The LE band
completely disappeared in the crystals with orthogonal D–A
orientation.20 Additionally, free rotation around the N–C bond
of the D–A link is responsible for the equilibrium of pre-twisted
(CT) and planar (LE) states in the push–pull carbazole-benzoate
ester adduct 8. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy
indicated that photoexcitation into the LE state selectively
accesses Frank Condon states localized on the carbazole chromo-
phore, which react via ps electron transfer to form the emissive
TICT states.52
Linking D–A units of balanced electron donating/accepting
strength by an N–C bond gives rise to strong intramolecular CT
states of n–p* origin, leading in turn to thermally activated
delayed fluorescence (TADF).30,53,54 However, if the chromo-
phores possess a certain degree of conformational flexibility
(especially the donor unit),55 rotation around the N–C bond
will inevitably lead to the equilibrium of at least two stable
conformers, i.e. planar (quasi-axial) and twisted (quasi-
equatorial) (Fig. 2(b)). Unlike systems consisting of partially
coupled chromophores with unbalanced D–A strength (which
emit from locally excited and CT states), well matched D–A
combinations can exhibit CT emission from both stable con-
formations. For instance, chiral (R) and (S)-9-methyl-2,9-
diphenyl-9,10-dihydroacridine donors in compound 9 not only
switch on TADF and circularly polarized luminescence (CPL)
but also stabilize planar and nearly-orthogonal conformations
of the emitter. Two broad and structureless emission bands
(430 and 577 nm) observed in toluene displayed a synchronous
solvatochromic redshift in media of different polarity, which is
a key characteristic of CT/CT DE.56 The inversion of the central
six-membered ring of the D unit, leading to both quasi-axial
and quasi-equatorial conformers, was discussed in detail in
previous work using other examples of a flexible donor, i.e.
phenothiazine and phenoselenazine.37,57 Stable conformations
of the triazine-based emitter 10 reveal not only dual prompt
fluorescence of CT/CT nature (Fig. 4(b)), but also the rarely
observed combination of TADF and RTP. A phenothiazine-
based analogue of 10, reported by Adachi et al., revealed a
similar existence of two ground-state conformers with different
energy gaps between the lowest singlet excited state and lowest
triplet excited states.58 Increasing the size and flexibility of
the donor led to the superposition of easily interchanging
conformers in compound 11, featuring 10,11-dihydro-5H-
dibenz[b,f]azepine (Az). As the flexibility of the Az donor unit
would readily allow different conformers, dual CT emission can
be ascribed to the combination of nearly-planar and nearly-
orthogonal conformers. Of note, only nearly-orthogonal con-
formers showed TADF.21 It is worthy to mention that conforma-
tional heterogeneity in the nearly-orthogonal structures can
occur not only in the systems with a flexible chromophore
(e.g. phenothiazine), but also in the emitters with pseudoplanar
Fig. 4 Examples of DE in (a) LE/CT (1); (b) CT/CT (10); (c) ESIPT (13); (d) structural reorganization (16); (e) AIDE (18) systems. (a) Temperature-dependent
spectra of 1 in acetonitrile. Reproduced with permission.46 Copyright 2020 American Institute of Physics. (b) Normalised PL of 10 in different solvents:
methylcyclohexane (MCH), toluene and dichloromethane (DCM). Excitation at 355 nm. Reproduced with permission.37 Copyright 2019 Royal Society of
Chemistry. (c) The ESIPT DE mechanism of hydroxyl-containing 13; DE from 13 under 280 nm excitation; inset: a picture of 13 under 280 nm
illumination. Reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) UV-vis spectral changes of 16 (2.5  105 M) in
dichloromethane upon UV irradiation. Emission spectral changes of 16 upon UV irradiation.24 Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020 Royal
Society of Chemistry. (e) PL spectra of 18 (105 M) in pure liquid and solidified poly-THF at 20 1C (lex = 365 nm); photos of 18 (10
5 M) in solid letter molds
under day light at 20 1C; fluorescence photos of 18 (105 M) in solid letter molds at 20 1C (lex = 365 nm). Reproduced with permission.
59 Copyright 2019
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segments. Thus, Zhang and co-workers proved that many
frequently used nonaromatic planar segments, such as
9,9-dimethyl-9,10-dihydroacridine, are actually pseudoplanar
segments and have two possible conformations: a planar form
and a crooked form. In turn, molecules constructed from
pseudoplanar segments can thus have two corresponding
conformations, significantly impacting the performance of
many TADF emitters.36
In addition to electron transfer upon photoexcitation, dual
PF can also occur because of excited state intramolecular proton
transfer (ESIPT mechanism Fig. 2(c)). First reported by Weller in
1955 for salicylic acid,60 ESIPT has been extensively studied ever
since. In general, the presence of an intramolecular hydrogen
bonding interaction between a hydrogen bond donor (–OH or
–NH2) and a hydrogen bond acceptor (QN– or –CQO) is a
necessary condition for the observation of ESIPT fluorescence.
ESIPT is a unique four-step process, with the electronic ground
state of the fluorophores typically existing in an enol form.61
Photoexcitation leads to the redistribution of the electronic
charge, resulting in greater acidity for the hydrogen bond donor
group and increased basicity for the hydrogen bond acceptor
within the enol form. As a result, an extremely fast enol to keto
phototautomerization (kESIPT Z 10
12 s1) takes place, with the
excited state enol form rapidly converting to its excited keto
form. After decaying radiatively back to its electronic ground
state, a reverse proton transfer (RPT) takes place to produce the
original enol form (Fig. 2(c)).62 Highly efficient ESIPT was
observed in the 2-(20-hydroxyphenyl)oxazole and triphenylamine
adduct 12 (Fig. 5) and exploited in a single-component white
OLED. The combination of experimental and theoretical data
demonstrates that the enol form of 12 possesses hybridized
local and charge-transfer (HLCT) excited state character, as
opposed to the excited state keto-form, which possesses solely
LE character. It was suggested that the electroluminescence in
this case originated from the synergistic combination of the
ESIPT equilibrium and the RISC process arising from the HLCT
excited state character. The RISC of the enol form and relaxation
of excitons from the triplet state to the singlet state in the
electroluminescence, re-established the ESIPT equilibrium.63
As opposed to a single intramolecular hydrogen bond in 12,
covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are wonderful examples of
employing multiple intramolecular hydrogen bonds for attain-
ing molecular rigidity and emission enhancement.64 For exam-
ple, multiple hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl and imine
groups led to strong DE in 13. Fig. 4(c) illustrates the ESIPT
process in 13. While blue emission at 400 nm was attributed to
normal fluorescence from the enol state, the peak at 590 nm
with a larger Stokes shift, was assigned to emission from the
tautomeric keto form following ESIPT. Of note, both the n-butyl
groups and intramolecular hydrogen bonds in 13 act as dual
Fig. 5 Examples of PF ESIPT and structural reorganization DE materials. 13: reproduced with permission.39 Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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locks for the restricted intramolecular rotation (RIR) that
enhance DE by minimizing non-radiative decay.39 Similarly,
the selective incorporation of electronically active segments
(anthracene and resorcinol) into the ordered structure of the
COF 14 resulted in white light emission. The keto–enol tauto-
mers give rise to DE, which can be tuned by the O-donor and
N-donor matrix. For instance, a 0.32 wt% film of 14 in
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) emits intense white light
(CIE coordinates (0.35, 0.36)). From steady-state and time-
resolved studies, the mechanism of the white light emission
was unambiguously assigned to fluorescence, with the blue
component originating from the p-stacked columns of anthra-
cene, and the mixture of red and green emission from the keto–
enol tautomerized resorcinol units. This study introduces COFs
as a new class of readily processable, single-source white light
emitters.65
While most reports on COFs are centered on the eclipsed
solid state structures, Loh et al. have discovered dual PF in
the two-dimensional acylhydrazone COF 15, with alkoxy
side-chains solely in the antiparallel stacked structure.
The intralayer and interlayer hydrogen bonding in the latter
act synergistically to ensure RIR, thus turning on fluorescence.
Curiously, the interlayer hydrogen bonds between the acyl
oxygen and the side-chain hydrogen were found to be stronger
in the DE antiparallelly stacked COF compared to those in the
single emissive ones, underscoring the roles of competing
inter- and intra-hydrogen bonds in the excited state
conformers.66
Comparably to the ESIPT process, dual PF can also originate
from structural reorganization (Fig. 2(d)) of the molecule upon
external stimuli (Fig. 5, 16). Diarylethene-based compounds are
a class of photochromic molecules, which can undergo photo-
cyclization and photocycloreversion between differently
coloured open and closed forms (Fig. 4(d)). Surprisingly, com-
pound 16 is emissive in both forms: blue emission with a
quantum yield of 0.04 from the open form (in dichloromethane
(DCM) solution) accompanied by intense red emission with a
quantum yield of 0.21 in the closed form. Due to the presence
of the basic quinoline group, 16 shows pH sensitivity in DCM
solution. 16 was demonstrated to be a potential fluorophore for
super-resolution imaging, and also a rare example of a single-
component red-blue pH switching material, reminiscent of
litmus indicator but in emission rather than reflection.24
In all the above examples, the observed PF DE was the result
of photoexcitation of an isolated molecule. However, some
molecules emit upon aggregation (AIE)67,68 or upon the for-
mation of an excited state complex (excimer or exciplex).69,70
Such compounds generally bear either an AIE-active unit that
restricts intramolecular rotations (e.g. tetraphenylethene67,71 or
2,3,4,5-tetraphenylsilole72), or an electron rich/deficient unit
that is prone to excimer/exciplex formation (e.g. pyrene73 or
anthracene74). Smart molecular design incorporating such
units can lead to DE from both monomeric and aggregated
states in the condensed phase (Fig. 2(d)). For instance, tetra-
phenylethene (TPE) – anthracene-(aminomethyl)phenylboronic
ester derivative 17 (Fig. 6) in tetrahydrofuran exhibits DE upon
the gradual addition of water. At low water content well-
resolved emission of the anthracene unit was observed in the
blue spectral region, whereas upon further addition of water
green fluorescence emerged due to the aggregation of the
AIE-active TPE fragments. It was proposed that 17 could act
as a dual-fluorescence emission sensor for detecting water in
organic solvents.75
A new strategy to achieve single-component white emission
was demonstrated by Mei, Su and co-workers by combining
vibration-induced emission (VIE) and AIE.59 VIE-active mole-
cules can undergo an excited-state conformational transforma-
tion from an intrinsic bent shape to a planarized shape.
Bearing that in mind, a VIE-active phenazine unit and an
AIE-active TPE unit were combined in compound 18. While a
peak from the planarized state (610 nm) was solely observed in
the solutions of low viscosity, increasing the solution viscosity
unlocked the blue-green AIE emission of the TPE unit.
By modulating the viscosity of toluene solutions of 18 (via
changing the molar fraction of polytetrahydrofuran), single-
molecular white-light emission with CIE coordinates of (0.33,
0.37) was achieved by balancing the VIE effect restricted intra-
molecular rotations with AIE, resulting in intense white
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emission (Fig. 4(e)). Another example of white emission from a
single AIE-active compound was reported by Tang’s group.76
A combination of blue-emissive pyrene with AIE-active TPE
(forming green–yellow emissive aggregates at high water con-
tents) yielded compound 19 with warm-white emission (CIE
coordinates 0.30, 0.41) and a PLQY of 12%. Similarly to TPE,
substituted siloles are also renowned AIEgens. Polymorphism-
dependent AIE-DE (AIDE) of 20 was achieved by balancing the
blue emission of the pyrene motif with the yellow emission of
the tetraphenylsilole that restricted intramolecular rotations in
the condensed state.77 As pyrenes are prone to p–p stacking and
red-shifted excimer emission, DE of the organogelator 21 is
engineered from the combination of monomer and excimer
pyrene emissions.78
2.2. Dual prompt and delayed photoluminescence
As stated previously, free rotation around the N–C bond
between a donor and acceptor, as well as steric flexibility of
the units may lead to conformational heterogeneity. In this
case, simultaneous radiative decay from the most stable planar
(quasi-axial, ax) and twisted (quasi-equatorial, eq) forms can
take place.57 Depending on the balance of donor/acceptor
strengths, the planar conformer can emit either LE or CT-type
prompt fluorescence. As the electron density of the planar
conformer is commonly delocalized over the whole molecule
(hybrid LE/CT character), the singlet–triplet energy gap (DEST)
is often too large to harvest triplets. The twisted form with its
well-decoupled D and A units is generally capable of up-
converting the triplets due to the minimized DEST, giving rise to
TADF.57 Therefore, if both planar and twisted forms can co-
exist and have distinguishable emission spectra, dual PF/DF
emission can occur (Fig. 7(a)).
Conformational heterogeneity strongly depends on the
rigidity of the media, as well as molecular organization and
packing forces. For instance, three polymorphs with various
photophysical properties were obtained for the diphenylamine-
xanthone derivative 22 (Fig. 8). These polymorphs exhibited
specific intermolecular non-covalent interactions (such as p  p
stacking, hydrogen bonding, and C–H  p interactions) which
determined their emission characteristics. In the absence of
intermolecular p  p interactions, only LE prompt emission
was observed, while strong p  p stacking led to only CT
emission at a different wavelength. As expected, balanced weak
intermolecular interactions resulted in the intermediate case,
with the observation of DE. While retaining PF from the locally
excited states, weak p  p stacking between the acceptor units
facilitated the RISC process, unlocking the TADF channel.38
Coexistence of dual stable conformations in 23 was successfully
exploited for the fabrication of a warm WOLED (CIE (0.41,
0.47); maximum external quantum efficiency EQEmax = 16.34%)
with complementary emission colours contributed by the two
conformations. Interestingly, the authors suggested that the
originally wasted triplet energy of the nearly-planar conforma-
tion could be transferred to the nearly-orthogonal isomer and
then harvested via TADF, fully utilizing the excitons. Further-
more, the phenyl spacer in 23 was purposely used to partially
disrupt the communication between the D and A units, leading
to DE of balanced intensity.6
Conformations of a DE molecule can also be controlled by
the degree of crystallinity. For example, photoluminescence of
the crystalline compound 24 is dominated by blue emission,
and that of amorphous 24 by yellow TADF. This phase-
dependent emission is attributed to the interchange of
H-extra and H-intra molecular conformations of the phenothia-
zine unit in the crystalline and amorphous phases, leading to
the highly twisted (eq) and planar (ax) conformations, respec-
tively. The combination of blue and yellow emissions from a
semi-crystalline film of 24 resulted in WOLEDs with a max-
imum EQE of 6.2% and CIE (0.34, 0.46).11 The existence of two
ground-state conformers, with different singlet–triplet energy
gaps (1.14 and 0.18 eV) arising from the distortion of the
phenothiazine unit, was confirmed by both theoretical and
experimental results for the triazine derivative 25. Interestingly,
both ax and eq excited state conformers of the PTZ unit
exhibited CT emission. However, only the nearly-orthogonal
conformer with a small DEST showed TADF in toluene solution.
A combination of the negligible energy barrier between the
conformers and a large difference in DEST ensured observation
of dual PF (CT)/TADF emission.58 Interestingly, further investi-
gation of the photophysical properties of 25 by Chou et al.79
revealed that both ax and eq conformers relax to the same
orthogonal structure in the excited state, accompanied by the
Fig. 7 Jablonski diagrams, presenting an overview of the processes in the PF/DF dual emitters with (a) conformational heterogeneity and (b) dual (blue
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planarization of the PTZ unit. Such simultaneous structural
relaxations confirm the stability of the CT state leading to TADF.
However, prior to this relaxation the ax conformer is capable of
emitting PF of CT character. In turn, a combination of PF (CT)
and TADF in the degassed toluene solution lead to DE.
Recently, Zhang and co-workers have outlined the essential
criteria for realization of efficient single molecule WOLEDs.35
It is necessary that such emitters should (i) possess a pseudo-
planar segment with non-contiguous conjugation to produce
heterogeneous conformers, (ii) possess a less rigid conjugated
configuration to allow the interconvertible transition between
conformers, (iii) provide a low energy difference between
conformers, to stabilize their co-existence, and (iv) generate
complementary emissions from each conformer for white light-
ing. Following these design principles, 26 (Fig. 8) featuring a
phenyl spacer between a PTZ donor and a quinazoline acceptor
is indeed a white emitter. As expected, dual PF/DF emission of
complementary blue and orange was observed in solution.
Astonishingly, the single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis
revealed that ax and eq conformers of 26 co-exist in a precisely
1 : 1 ratio. The co-existence of both conformers in a single
crystal was reported previously,57,80 however, the balanced ratio
of the conformers is hard to achieve. More importantly,
WOLEDs (CIE (0.32, 0.34)) based on 26 yielded one of the
Fig. 8 Examples of PF/DF dual emitters featuring conformational heterogeneity.
Fig. 9 Examples of PF/DF DE in the systems with (a) conformational heterogeneity (27) and (b) multicomponent emitter (32). (a) Single-crystal structure
and luminescence picture of 27; emission spectra of 27 before and after grinding (the left inset shows the pXRD spectra of the original sample, ground
sample, and fumed sample; the right inset shows the luminescence photographs (under UV light) of the original and ground samples); reproduced with
permission.82 Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (b) Schematic representation of the thermal response for 32; temperature-dependent emission spectra of 32;
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highest reported EQE values (10.1%) for a purely organic single-
component emitter.
TADF can occur not only as a result of intramolecular
interactions, but also due to intermolecular or ‘‘exciplex’’ CT
states.81 The combination of intra- and intermolecular CT in
asymmetric 27 is related to the formation of intermolecular
C–H  O hydrogen bonds between the D–A units (Fig. 9(a)).
Surprisingly, intermolecular TADF was observed in crystals of
27, unlocking tuneable multi-emission pathways. Even though
folding angles of the PTZ moieties and the molecular confor-
mations are not the key factors for the DE properties in this
case, molecular flexibility was shown to assist the formation of
hydrogen bonding by adopting suitable conformations to
decrease the energies of the aggregated systems.82
Flexibility of the donor units is greatly enhanced by incorpora-
tion of heavy atoms (silicon, germanium), leading to conforma-
tional heterogeneity and DE in the TADF emitters 28. While both
TADF molecules adopted dual conformations in solutions and
thin films, efficient excited energy transfer from the ax to eq
conformers took place, enhancing the TADF characteristics.83
Using 28 (X = Si) as the emitter, blue OLEDs (CIE (0.14, 0.26))
were fabricated with EQEmax 27.6% and low efficiency roll-off.
An elegant example of utilizing PF/DF dual emission for
ratiometric sensing was introduced by Zhu and Ågren.84
To achieve a balanced contribution of LE (internal reference
signal) and CT (sensing/reporting signal) in the excited state, a
strategy was presented to regulate the electron-donating ability
of the donor group by adjusting the effective conjugation
length. System 29, bearing 5-acetaminoindole donors freely
rotating around the D–A bond, displayed PF from the LE state
in addition to TADF from the CT state. While the LE fluores-
cence is insensitive to the environmental polarity, the wave-
length and lifetime of the TADF signal changed along with the
external stimuli. This behaviour made it possible to establish a
3-D mapping method of polarity, using ratiometric compari-
sons of emission wavelength and lifetime. This strategy was
applied for detection of changes in phospholipid microenvir-
onmental polarity, offering convenient and accurate identifi-
cation of cholesterol-releasing membrane lesions.
Another way to achieve PF/DF DE is by combining compo-
nents with different emission colours within a single asymmetric
D–A–D0 molecule (Fig. 7(b)). In this case, one part of the molecule
is capable of only conventional PF following the initial photo-
excitation, while the other part readily up-converts triplets lead-
ing to TADF. DE compound 30 was specifically designed to
inherit the blue PF and yellow TADF of its symmetric carbazole
(blue) and phenothiazine parents (yellow) (Fig. 10). As a result,
30 displayed both mechanochromism (Dlem,max 4 100 nm) and
bright white emission (CIE (0.27, 0.29)) in the solid state arising
from a combination of conventional fluorescence and TADF. DE
in this case was likely to originate from two different radiative
decays in the molecule, arising from two independent CT transi-
tions from carbazole or phenothiazine donors to the diphenyl-
sulfone acceptor. The authors demonstrate that radiative decay
disobeying Kasha’s rule and avoiding the expected energy trans-
fer from the blue emitting centre to the yellow emitting band
occurs in this asymmetric system.86
Controlled copolymerization presents a wonderful opportunity
to achieve white emission from blue/yellow emissive monomers,
or monomers that act as donors and acceptors for through-space
CT formation. Thus, by combining non-planar blue-emitting
triphenylamine (TPA) host and yellow TADF dibenzothiophene-
PTZ guest in the polymer backbone of 31, well-balanced white
emission was produced. Interestingly, the optimized ratio of
TPA monomers was found to suppress exciton concentration
quenching and boost the rate of the RISC process. Therefore, a
solution-processable warm WOLED (CIE coordinates (0.38, 0.35))
with EQE = 7.1% was prepared.87 Such copolymers have applications
not only in WOLEDs, but also in ratiometric sensors and TADF
biological imaging. For instance, Hudson’s group has recently
incorporated a red-emitting naphthalene-imide based TADF
fluorophore and a blue-emissive Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) oxadiazole derivative into a flexible poly(N-isopropylacryl-
amide) matrix, giving rise to a thermoresponsive copolymer 32
(Fig. 10).85 Owing to the sensitivity of the RISC process to both
thermal energy and oxygen concentration, 32 was demonstrated
to be a highly effective sensor for both temperature and molecular
oxygen (Fig. 9(b)).
2.3. Dual prompt and RTP photoluminescence
Purely organic materials exhibiting room temperature phos-
phorescence are attracting tremendous interest due to their low
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toxicity, low cost, and favourable environmental impact compared
to organometallic phosphors. In addition, specific optical features
associated with organic phosphorescent materials such as long
afterglow lifetimes have opened the way to new applications
including anti-counterfeiting technologies, temperature monitor-
ing, sensing and bio-imaging.88 However, observation of triplet
emission requires efficient ISC between the singlet and triplet
states. Although formally spin forbidden, El-Sayed’s rule states that
ISC can be promoted when the S1 - Tn transition involves a
change of the molecular orbital type89 (e.g. np* - pp* in case of
the N–C bond).90 Similarly, the ISC rate can be further enhanced
by the introduction of heavy atoms (e.g. S, Se, Br, I), which provides
an alternative reservoir for conserving angular momentum
through the spin–flip. As well as generating triplet states, observing
RTP requires that the molecules do not suffer quenching by non-
radiative processes before the slow (forbidden) emissive processes
can act. This can be achieved by restriction of intramolecular
rotations or vibrations, through suitable molecular packing, hydro-
gen/halogen bonding, host–guest effects, or (most commonly) by
employing cryogenic temperatures which activate low temperature
phosphorescence (Fig. 11). In most cases, molecular oxygen must
also be removed, as this acts as a triplet quencher.
As both RISC and PH act upon the same reservoir of triplet
states, the balance of RTP and TADF emission can be achieved
by fine-tuning the activity of TADF though DEST and its sensi-
tivity to molecular conformation. Thus, Ward et al. showed that
twisting the eq conformation of the phenothiazine D units in a
series of D–A–D emitters leads to TADF, while the nearly planar
ax D is instead responsible for RTP.91
Bearing in mind the conditions for RTP, the essential
criteria for the occurrence of dual PF/RTP can be outlined as
follows: (i) strong fluorescence in the nanosecond region;
(ii) strong ISC between S1 and Tn states (achieved by following
El-Sayed’s rule, introduction of heavy atoms, control of mole-
cular packing, or otherwise); (iii) moderately large S1–T1 gap
(for the observation of two bands); (iv) adequate suppression of
triplet-quenching.
A wide range of PF/RTP dual emitters have been reported in
recent years (Fig. 12), utilizing different ways to enhance ISC.
For instance, PF/RTP DE along with dual mode mechanochro-
mism was observed in the asymmetric D–A–D0 molecule 33.
The presence of np* - pp* transitions, in addition to the large
sulphur atom and the carbonyl group, assisted in activating ISC.
The carbonyl group also enhanced intermolecular interactions,
Fig. 11 Jablonski diagram, presenting an overview of the processes in PF/RTP DE along with strategies for RTP activation.
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highly constraining the thermal vibrations of 33 in the crystal
and impeding the quenching by oxygen (Fig. 13(a)). A dimer
with parallel molecular packing further promoted ISC, generat-
ing RTP with a long lifetime of B410 ms due to the larger
transition dipole moment when compared to that of the mono-
mer, and close energy level between S1 and Tn. Persistent RTP
was attributed to the layer-by-layer stacking structure with
alternating carbazole-centered or dibenzothiophene-centered
columns in the crystal, impeding the non-radiative relaxation
induced by oxygen and thermal vibrations.92
A facile strategy for the construction of a single-molecule
white emitter was reported by Tang’s group by utilizing blue
fluorescence and yellow RTP.41 Yellow RTP was achieved in
1,2,3,4-tetraphenyloxazolium salts with different counterions.
In particular, compound 34 with a bromide counter ion exhib-
ited outstanding RTP due to the external heavy atom effect via
anion–p+ interactions, supported by single crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis and theoretical calculations. As 34 also exhibited
blue fluorescence in the solid state, white emission was realized
from films and solids by tuning the degree of crystallinity.
Carbazole is a well-known building block in ultralong RTP
systems, and acetophenone acts as a strong ISC facilitator.
Therefore, combination of both moieties in a single D–A mole-
cule can logically lead to DE. The simultaneous observation of
fluorescence, TADF and ultralong RTP in crystals of 35 can be
attributed to the RISC process from the T2 to the S1 state.
25
A fascinating design strategy for pure organic PF/RTP emit-
ters combining the benefits of a diphenylsulfone group, crystal-
line state, and heavy atom effects was realized in compound 36.
While introduction of the iodine atom exerted only a minimal
effect on the molecular energy levels, intense fluorescent
(383 nm, 0.37 ns) and phosphorescent (559 nm, 19 ms) peaks
were observed. Interestingly, dual emitter 36 exhibited sensi-
tivity to mechanical stimuli, displaying a red-shift and a drop in
the intensity of its prompt emission upon grinding.93
An elegant way of controlling RTP was recently realized in
the polymorphs of bromine-decorated carbazole-pyrimidine
derivative 37. Breaking the symmetry of the molecular structure
provides three crystal polymorphs, two of which are RTP active.
The fraction of phosphorescence emission was increased by
heating, thereby leading to white-light emission (Fig. 13(b)).12
A complex D–A molecular architecture is not an essential
condition for the observation of efficient PF/RTP DE. Multiple
hydrogen bonds observed in the crystal structure of methoxy-
substituted thiaxanthone 38 enhanced DE by a precise manip-
ulation of the p–p stacking mode and intermolecular interac-
tions compared to a non-substituted thiaxanthone. This result
can be ascribed to the following factors: (i) ISC rate enhance-
ment achieved by the introduction of the methoxy substituent;
(ii) acceleration of the PF and RTP induced by the formation
of M-aggregation or J-aggregation; (iii) multiple intra-and
intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions suppressing
Fig. 13 Examples of PF/RTP dual emission in systems with (a and b) heavy atom and hydrogen bonding effects (33, 37) and (c) host/guest effect (45).
(a) The layer-by-layer stacking structure of 33 with alternative carbazole-centered or dibenzothiophene-centered columns; optical images of the pristine
powder, slightly ground powder and heavily ground powder of 33 under 365 nm UV light and afterglow after ceasing the UV light; steady-state
photoluminescence spectra and delayed emission spectra of the pristine powder, slightly ground powder and heavily ground powder of 33. Reproduced
with permission.92 Copyright 2020 Elsivier. (b) X-Ray crystal packing of 37; steady-state PL and phosphorescence spectra of various polymorphs of
37 (inset photos are emission images before (on) and after (off) removal of the excitation source (black light, at 350 nm)); CIE 1931 coordinates of
emission of various polymorphs of 37; emission colour switching between various polymorphs of 37 stimulated by heating, chloroform-vapor-fuming,
and mechanical grinding. Reproduced with permission.12 Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) CIE coordinates of 45 with different CB[8] ratios
in water at 298 K (inset: photographs of 45 with 0.00 (left), 0.30 (middle) and 1.00 (right) eq. CB[8] in water); PL spectra of 45 (50 mm) with different ratios
of CB[8] (0.00–1.00 eq.) in water at 298 K (lex = 365 nm). Reproduced with permission.
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non-radiative processes. Thus, by the introduction of a simple
substituent the PL efficiency of powders increased from 1.5%
for the parent thioxanthone to 21.4% for 38 with pure white
light emission (CIE (0.33, 0.33)).94
While the above-mentioned examples of dual PF/RTP were
observed in highly-ordered crystalline states, intense dual blue
PF/yellow RTP was achieved by Fraser et al. in a polymer
ratiometric sensor, 39 (Fig. 12). Astonishingly, nanoparticles
with balanced fluorescence and phosphorescence intensities
were fabricated from a high molecular-weight polymer 39
(Mn 7.300 Da) and were successfully tested in mice as ratio-
metric tumour hypoxia imaging agents.96
An interesting case of phosphorescence quantum yield
enhancement was observed in the racemic form of (2,20-
bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,10-binaphthyl) (BINAP) 40, when com-
pared to the homochiral form. Owing to the balanced intensities
of PF (500 nm) and RTP emission (680 nm), compound 40 was
found to be applicable in warm WOLEDs. The optimized single-
molecule WOLEDs for racemic BINAP 40 achieved a EQEmax of
B1.6% and CIE coordinates of (0.37, 0.44).97
Even though RTP efficiency often depends strongly on
molecular packing, one of the first examples of halogen-free
amorphous purely organic PF/DF DE was recently reported by
Reineke and co-workers.98 Ultralong green RTP with lifetime
42 s was observed along with deep-blue prompt fluorescence
in the amorphous solution-processed film of the terphenyl
phosphonate 41. Similarly, the powder of the phosphynyl-
substituted disiloxybenzene 42 revealed simultaneous fluores-
cence (374 nm) and phosphorescence (470 nm) under vacuum.
The authors proposed that the easily detectable emission
maxima of PF and RTP could enable accurate ratiometric
luminescence sensing of temperature and molecular oxygen
using a simple steady-state set-up.99
RTP can readily occur in compounds with a simple mole-
cular architecture if supported by molecular packing and/or
ISC-enhancing groups. Alternatively, a D–A structure with well-
chosen molecular fragments allows minimization of both S1–T1
and S1–Tn gaps, which was shown to facilitate spin–orbit
coupling regardless of the molecular packing.31,32 Furthermore,
Ward et al. proved that manipulation of D–A conformers by
introduction of substituents at the appropriate positions can
switch on the RTP channel. For example, an inward-facing
methyl substituent on the PTZ donors in the D–A–D derivative
43 gave a nearly planar axial conformation (Fig. 14). Locking
this axial form in a solid Zeonex matrix resulted in the
observation of DE from PF LE origin and PTZ-based
phosphorescence.27 Similar to the incorporation of RTP emit-
ters in a Zeonex matrix, Mei, Zhang and co-workers have
recently demonstrated the use of non-luminous crystalline
solvent matrices based on dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO):
[Al(DMSO)6]X3 (X
 = Cl or Br). Encapsulating a trace amount
of the aromatic-acid-based phosphor 44 as guest within the
metal-solvent host matrix resulted in a single crystal complex
featuring bright long-lasting RTP with a lifetime up to 1.9 s and
quantum yield of 58.3%. The enhanced ISC and suppression of
non-radiative pathways by the rigid matrix are responsible for
the strong RTP. White light with PLQY of 29.5% was achieved
utilizing the blue PF and yellow RTP emissions. The polychro-
matic behaviour of the complex was exploited in a proof-of-
concept data encryption/decryption application.100
A unique achievement, the first example of visible-light-
excited pure organic RTP in aqueous solution, was recently
reported in Tian’s group by using a supramolecular host–guest
assembly strategy.95 The circular cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) formed
a stacked supramolecular structure with the triazine derivative
45 (Fig. 14) giving a structurally-rigid dimer with a new charge-
transfer triplet state. This triplet state then produced yellow
RTP emission in water under visible-light excitation. Addition-
ally, multicolour PL from blue to white and yellow was realized
by adding different molar ratios of CB[8] into the blue fluor-
escent solution of 45 (Fig. 13(c)). This tunable assembly-
induced organic RTP emission under visible-light excitation
in aqueous solution would be unthinkable in previous decades.
Furthermore, RTP hydrogels and cell imaging based on the
45-CB[8] assembly systems were shown to have potential for
applications such as biological sensors and time-resolved
imaging.
2.4. Dual delayed and RTP photoluminescence
If the essential conditions for both RISC (D–A architecture,
negligible DEST, spin-vibronic coupling between
3LE and 3CT)
and RTP (large spin–orbit coupling, rigidified conformation)
are satisfied, both delayed emission and RTP can be simulta-
neously observed.101 Donor–acceptor molecular architectures
and the use of RTP-enhancing chromophores (containing heavy
atoms, carbonyl groups) are valuable strategies for achieving
Fig. 14 Examples of PF/RTP DE materials utilizing conformational and host/guest effects. 44: reproduced with permission.100 Copyright 2020 Wiley-
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dual DF/RTP emission.102 Molecular packing and the rigidity of
the media are similarly important. While both RTP and TADF
can arise in media with restricted intramolecular rotations/
vibrations (e.g. polymer matrix), intermolecular interactions
can also play a vital role in activating triplet emission. Thus,
intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds can lead not only to
rigidification of the structure (giving rise to the monomer-type
RTP102) but also can promote the occurrence of intermolecular
charge transfer or excited state dimers, leading to the lower
energy aggregate-type RTP103 (Fig. 15). However, monomer and
aggregate RTP can be hard to distinguish. Generally, computa-
tional studies may give an insight into the nature of the triplet
states, as aided further by phosphorescence lifetime measure-
ments: aggregates tend to exhibit persistent (long-lasting) RTP
in the seconds time range, as opposed to conventional RTP
(ms time range).4,92,102
For instance, Fraser et al. reported the first example of the
dual DF/RTP with a monomer RTP type in 2007.104 By incorpor-
ating a classic boron dye into a common biopolymer (polylactic
acid) a readily processable, single-component, multi-emissive
material 46 was obtained, exhibiting intense fluorescence,
delayed fluorescence, and unusual room temperature phos-
phorescence (Fig. 16). The time-resolved optical properties of
46 were found to be responsive to temperature, oxygen, and the
polarity and rigidity of the local medium, confirming the
coexistence of TADF and RTP.
As both TADF and RTP depend on the molecular conforma-
tion of the emitter,91 co-existence of eq and ax conformers
combined with the heavy-atom effect resulted in DF/RTP DE in
compound 10.37 Discussed previously in terms of dual prompt
emission (Fig. 3 and 4(b)), 10 also possesses two different
relaxation dynamics, with both excited states showing distinct
frontier orbital electron distribution. Higher energy mixed
HLCT orbitals in the more planar ax conformer activate RTP
from the donor unit. In contrast, the nearly orthogonal eq
conformer has more decoupled HOMO/LUMO orbitals, result-
ing in a lower energy CT state and a small DEST with the
acceptor triplet, activating TADF. Similar conformation- and
temperature-dependent interplay of TADF/RTP was detected in
Zeonex films of the D–A–D triad 47, bearing the novel
10-mesityl-5H-phenophosphazinine-10-sulfide donor. In addi-
tion to the moderately large DEST value (0.3 eV), the host
environment helped to constrain the vibrational and rotational
movements and inhibit non-radiative channels from the triplet
state. Together these effects boosted and balanced the TADF
and RTP pathways. Of note, conformational interconversion in
47 led to remarkable reversible mechanoluminescent transfor-
mations between the visible and NIR regions in response to
acid or base.105
Monomer-type RTP can occur not only in dilute solid guest–
host films, but also in the crystal form. Compound 48 showed
DE via RTP and TADF pathways, as well as emission enhance-
ment at elevated temperatures. Computational and experi-
mental studies confirmed RISC from the higher-lying triplet
state (T2) due to the small energy gaps between T2 and S1 and
between T1 and T2, leading to TADF, while RTP originated from
the lowest triplet state (T1), (Fig. 17(a)). The torsion angle
between the planes of the carbazolyl and quinolinyl moieties
in 48 was suggested to be the main cause of the negligible
DES1–T2 and DET1–T2, leading to the TADF/RTP DE even at the
Fig. 15 Jablonski diagram, presenting an overview of the processes in the DF/RTP DE materials with (a) monomer and (b) aggregate type RTP.
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elevated temperatures.5 This torsion angle was found to be
temperature-dependent (561 at room temperature vs. 1051 at
70 1C), influencing the RTP and RISC rates in 48.
The critical role of p–p interactions in the origin of RTP was
discussed by Tang and co-workers.102 By employing RTP-
inducing donor and acceptor units (namely phenothiazine-
S,S-dioxide and dimethyl isophthalate, respectively) compound
49 revealed the origin of several PL mechanisms, including
persistent RTP, singlet excimer and TADF. Upon photoexcita-
tion, both singlet excitons and excimers displayed DF emission
with different wavelengths and lifetimes. However, natural
transition orbital (NTO) calculations106 proved that only one
molecule was involved in the triplet state for the dimer despite
strong p–p interactions. Therefore, the persistent RTP was
attributed to the monomer-dominated emission species, with
the p–p interactions simply weakening the phosphorescence
radiative decay. This study provided clear insight into the
excited state electronic transition associated with the different
emission processes, and demonstrated that p–p interactions
are not a prerequisite for persistent RTP.
As opposed to monomer-type RTP, aggregation-induced
phosphorescence is activated by molecular packing and inter-
molecular effects. For instance, Dias et al. performed a com-
prehensive photophysical study on crystals of carbazolyl and
thianthrene derivative 50 (Fig. 18). The rigid environment
within organic crystals is known to slow down the rate of
diffusion of oxygen and molecular vibrations.40 Both these
factors facilitate the observation of simultaneous fluorescence
and phosphorescence in air, giving rise to strong white lumi-
nescence. Triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA) can also be active
in crystalline systems due to triplet exciton diffusion through
adjacent chromophores. While the results suggested that rigid-
ity in ordered aggregates (such as crystals) promoted RTP by
suppressing large-amplitude vibrations, the nature of DF was
also examined. As indicated by the power-dependence experi-
ment, the DF in 50 is of mixed TADF/TTA nature. An active TTA
Fig. 17 Examples of DF/RTP dual emission in the systems with (a) monomer-type RTP (48) and (b) aggregate-type RTP (51). (a) Steady-state PL of 48
spectra upon heating from 25 to 100 1C; Jablonski diagram for DE via TADF and phosphorescence in the proposed molecular design (48). Reproduced
with permission.5 Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (b) Single crystal structure of 51 and p–p stacking properties of 51 in the single-crystal
structure; emission photos of 51 during the afterglow emission processes; afterglow emission spectra of 51 at 8, 80, and 800 ms along with emission
photos in ambient conditions. Reproduced with permission.107 Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH.
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channel suggests that delayed emission (DF and RTP) in this
system may originate from molecular assemblies in the crystal.
Recently, Chi and co-workers have proven that incorporation
of the appropriate substituent into the aromatic backbone can
lead to strong hydrogen bonds, enhancing both RTP and DF.
Thus, the presence of the methoxy-group in the dibenzofuran-
containing sulfonyldibenzene 51 aided the interaction of neigh-
bouring molecules through intermolecular hydrogen bonds,
promoting CT emission with ultralong lifetimes (627 ms) when
compared to the unsubstituted analogue (afterglow lifetime
107 ms). In addition, the intermolecular hydrogen bonding
could immobilize the molecular conformations and enhance
the RTP emission. Compound 51 displayed strong DE after-
glow, with the colour gradually changing from cold white to
orange during the decay process (Fig. 17(b)). In neighbouring
molecules the dibenzofuran and methoxy groups are arranged
at short distances within the crystal through C–H  O inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding. Therefore, alongside the persis-
tent dibenzofuran-based RTP, a new afterglow emission band
with higher energy stemming from the ICT is also observed.
Thus, intermolecular hydrogen bonding capable of promoting
ICT plays a key role in the DE afterglow properties of 51.107
In turn, CT character enhancement by intramolecular
charge transfer in 52 appeared to be a facile way to minimize
DEST and maximize ISC/RISC. The resulting small energy gap
(DEST 0.17 eV) boosted dual-channel triplet harvesting via
ultralong TADF and H-aggregation phosphorescence, both
assisted by suppressed triplet quenching. H-aggregation
granted 52 RTP with an ultralong lifetime of 0.84 s.108
Finally, by incorporating an AIE unit into the molecular
backbone, efficient intramolecular TADF and intermolecular
TADF/RTP DE was switched on in single crystals of 53 (Fig. 18).
Theoretical calculations confirmed strong intermolecular elec-
tronic coupling in dimers of 53, responsible for the AIE
channels. Of note, in this work the novel dual TADF/RTP
emission was exploited to obtain a WOLED (CIE (0.35, 0.35))
with high colour rendering index (88.8).109
2.5. Dual RTP photoluminescence
One of the promising pathways towards combining triplet-
harvesting and white emission is the rarely observed dual
RTP. In principle, if chromophores can decay radiatively from
both a higher triplet state (e.g. T2) and the lowest triplet state
(T1), dual phosphorescence and even white light emission
could be observed34 (Fig. 19). To achieve this, several condi-
tions should be satisfied: (i) sufficiently large energy separation
between S1 and Tn to prevent triplet up-conversion by TADF;
(ii) energetic proximity and strong vibronic mixing of T1 and Tn;
(iii) different nature (pp*, np*) of T1 and Tn to allow alterna-
tively fast or slow radiative decay; (iv) sufficiently slow triplet
relaxation time compared to radiative decay rates.110–112 When
these conditions are satisfied, dual RTP with various radiative
decay lifetimes can be observed in a violation of Kasha’s rule.18
Dual RTP does not depend solely on the molecular packing and
medium rigidity, and can be engineered by careful molecular
design. For the occurrence of dual RTP, ISC-enhancing units
with similar triplet state energy levels, but different triplet state
nature (pp*, np*) should be exploited, and the junction pattern
also plays a decisive role in endowing T1 and Tn with the
required molecular orbital configurations.
While most dual RTP emitters have a donor–acceptor mole-
cular architecture, this is not an essential criterion. For
instance, Yang, Ma, et al. successfully achieved cold white
emission with CIE coordinates of (0.28, 0.33) from
dibenzo[a,c]phenazine 54 (Fig. 20) as a result of simultaneous
triple emission processes: fluorescence, T1-RTP and T2-RTP.
Theoretical calculations and photophysical measurements sug-
gested that T1-RTP and T2-RTP have relatively independent
origins, namely pp* and np* states, which is beneficial for
achieving white emission (Fig. 21(a)). As the internal conver-
sion of the T2 - T1 transition is slowed down due to the
different orbital natures of T2 and T1, the radiative T2 - S0
transition can compete with the IC, unlocking the faster triplet
emission from T2 along with the slower phosphorescence
from T1. Comparison of 54 with the purely hydrocarbon coun-
terpart proved the importance of heteroatoms in the spin–orbit
coupling and ISC.16
Aggregation-induced emission, and in particular aggre-
gation-induced phosphorescence (AIP), was shown to be a
beneficial design strategy for white light emitters. By coupling
a bicarbazolyl donor and benzophenone acceptor an efficient
white emitter 55 was obtained. Theoretical calculations sug-
gested hybrid np* and pp* character for S1, T1, and T3 due to
the contribution of the lone pairs from the carbonyl group and
delocalized p electrons from the donor. Provided that S1 and T1
are dominated by np* and pp* transitions, the spin–orbit
coupling between S1 and T1 is favourable by El-Sayed’s rule.
In contrast, a relatively large T1–T2 gap decouples these states,
slowing IC and allowing T2 excitons to decay radiatively, finally
resulting in the observed dual phosphorescence (Fig. 21(b)).
Taking advantage of the AIP, a white OLED with a small roll-off
and an EQEmax of 5.8% was fabricated based on 55.
113
Tang’s group reported another example of white emission
stemming from dual RTP. Thus, purely phosphorescent white
light was observed in the organic crystals of 56. The white
emission was attributed to the mixing of two RTP bands with
different wavelengths and lifetimes, which originate from two
excited triplet states with different excitation energies and
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transition orbital features. The presence of two ISC-enhancing
chromophores in 56 with different triplet emission origins, i.e.
3pp* for dibenzothiophene and 3np* for benzophenone, is
responsible for DE. Additionally, the junction mode with a
phenyl group shared between the chromophores, lead to appro-
priate mixing in the molecular orbitals. The presence of the
chlorine atom was shown to tune the ratio of T1 and T2 states,
thereby balancing the emission from both states, leading to
warm-white light (CIE (0.33, 0.35)).34 Of note, DE was also
observed in the analogues of 56, featuring hydrogen, fluorine
or bromine atoms, at the same position. However, only chlori-
nated derivative 56 displayed balanced DE with comparable
intensity of the bands.
DE can be established by exploitation of the pertinent
chromophores and by fine-tuning the molecular conformation.
For example, the methyl-substituted compound 57 exhibited
dual RTP, whereas the analogues bearing bulkier iso-propyl and
tert-butyl donor substituents showed singular RTP instead.114
The fluorescence in 57 was accompanied by the phosphores-
cence from the accepting dibenzothiophene unit (450 nm), as
well as phosphorescence from the donating 1-methyl-
phenothiazine (540 nm). The observation of dual phosphores-
cence is an apparent violation of Kasha’s rule,18 which strongly
indicates the presence of two conformers in 57, separated by a
considerable energy barrier. While only the axial form of the
PTZ units was identified in the ground state, both ax and eq
forms were found to exist in the excited-state based on the
combination of theoretical and photophysical data. Unlike
short-lived fluorescence which does not allow conformational
reorganization, structural relaxation to the low energy triplet
is possible during the long triplet state lifetime. Therefore, at
high temperatures a subset of 57 molecules can cross the
Fig. 20 Examples of dual RTP emitters.
Fig. 21 Examples dual RTP emission in the systems (a) 54 and (b) 55. (a) Normalized time-resolved PL spectra of 54 neat powder (the spectra are
normalized to the T1 emission for comparison); temperature-dependent PL spectra of 54 from 80 to 240 K; natural transition orbitals (NTO) images of the
S1, S2, T1, and T2 excited states of 54; schematic Jablonski diagram with SOC matrix elements of RTP-related ISC processes in 54. Reproduced with
permission.16 Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH. (b) Absorption spectra (gray lines), steady-state PL emission spectra in air at 298 K (red lines) and at 77 K (blue
lines) and delayed emission spectra at 77 K (green lines, delayed time: 1 ms) of 55; PL photos of 55 taken in air at 298 K; an energy diagram showing the
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conformational barrier and emit dual phosphorescence. This
work proved that relaxation between the two triplet states
involves an energy barrier, which is likely to increase with the
bulkiness of the substituents. Hence, by the introduction of
suitable substituents the triplet emission can be manipulated.
Finally, yet importantly, energy transfer, such as Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), between the chromophores
can lead to dual RTP. In recent work of Kubo et al., Rhodamine
B fluorophores were grafted onto the surface of 3-benzo-
2,4,8,10-tetraoxa-3,9-diboraspiro[5.5]-undecanes (BP) particles
to obtain the compound 58. Grafting enabled FRET from the
triplet excited state of the polymeric form of BP to the singlet of
the fluorophore due to spectral overlap between the BP’s
phosphorescence and the absorption band of the grafted dye,
resulting in the long-lived DE bands peaking at 500 and
600 nm. While presented as an example of dual RTP, in this
case the longer wavelength band is more accurately an example
of phosphorescence sensitised delayed/long-lived fluorescence
from the rhodamine fluorophore. A similar case of sensitising
orange fluorescence by green RTP was reported by Reineke and
coworkers.115 This sophisticated interplay between the phos-
phor and fluorophore in a self-assembled system offers new
methodology in the development of colour-variable afterglow
chemosensors for the detection of various analytes.116
2.6. Dual delayed fluorescence
The last, but not least, known type of DE is dual DF. There are
two ways in which triplet-singlet up-conversion can occur.
Firstly, delayed fluorescence can occur via a monomolecular
(involving a single triplet) thermally activated up-conversion
process to give TADF emission (discussed in detail in sections
2.2 and 2.4). The essential criteria for TADF are: an electron
donor–acceptor structure, negligible DEST, decoupled HOMO/
LUMO, chromophore rigidity and presumably conformational
stability.117,118 In turn, if the singlet–triplet energy gap is
moderately high (1 eV Z DEST Z 0.3 eV), and the singlet energy
is higher than double the triplet energy, two triplets can instead
collide and generate sufficient energy to up-convert to a
single emissive singlet state. This type of delayed emission is
bimolecular triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA).119 TTA is very
often regarded as an undesirable process, leading to enhanced
efficiency roll-off in OLEDs. However if TTA is controlled it can
be utilized to achieve efficient deep-blue emission that has so
far eluded TADF research.120 In terms of the design and
synthesis, dual DF emitters often require the construction of
the diverse sterically congested sp3-rich skeletal ring systems.
For instance, an excellent way towards construction of tricyclic
products via a reductive diversion of the Minisci reaction was
recently reported by Duarte and Dixon.121 Interestingly, if the
emitter can generate two or more TADF-active states (Fig. 22(a)),
or if the conditions for both TADF and TTA are satisfied
(Fig. 22(b)), dual DF can be observed. However, unlike other
types of DE, dual DF is often hard to distinguish and unam-
biguously identify, as the emission spectra for each process are
often very similar. Different types of DF can be identified by
analysis of time-resolved photoluminescence decay kinetics
and laser fluence experiments (dependence of DF intensity on
the excitation pulse power)21,90,120,122,123 However, even though
TADF and TTA can often coexist in a single molecule,90 not
many studies thoroughly analyse the dual DF case. Therefore,
in this section we focus on the handful of well-documented
cases of dual DF.
By careful investigation of the PL decay kinetics of films of
1,3-bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene (mCP) doped with emitter 59
(Fig. 23), Wang et al. distinguished two TADF processes with
characteristic lifetimes of around 1.1 and 9.1 ms, respectively.
The presence of dual DF was attributed to the conformational
heterogeneity, resulting from the slight rotation around the
N–C bond between the A and D units, leading to the formation
of slightly different 1CT and T1 states (Fig. 24(a)). Conforma-
tional heterogeneity might have originated from the differences
in packing and polarity of the aggregates of 59 in mCP.
Utilization of the 59:mCP emissive layer in an OLED manifested
enhanced efficiency and reduced roll-off, which was assigned to
the suppression of TTA in this material.124
Interestingly, the origin of DF in the OLEDs based on poly-
(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) polymer 60 had initi-
ally been assigned to TTA.125 However, in depth investigation
of the triplet transfer processes as a function of solid-state
packing revealed a different picture. To clarify the role of the DF
in enhancing OLED efficiency (either by TTA or TADF), Kabra
and co-workers recorded the electrically excited DF kinetics
after the end of the electrical pulse applied to a working
OLED.126 At low applied bias voltage (B8 V) the transient EL
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followed exponential decay, which successively changed to a
power law decay at higher applied bias (B13 V). In the case of
the higher bias voltage, at early times a normalized triplet
density with a slope of 1.3 was observed, which at longer time
delays changed to slope 2 (Fig. 24(b)). The close spectral match
of PF and DF suggested a similar origin for both processes in
electrically excited polymer OLEDs of 60. The slight spectral
broadening in the DF was attributed to spatial diffusion of the
triplet excitons towards lower energy sites in conjugated poly-
mer systems. Based on the lifetimes of the time resolved EL,
presence of monomolecular DF at the low laser fluency, and
bimolecular-induced DF at the high laser fluency, is a clear
indication of the mixed TADF and TTA DF. Revealing the
character of the DF finally helped to explain the reported EQE
value of 4.6%, falling beyond the limits of the spin statistics.125
Diffusive triplet transport in the polymer system 60 provides
inspiration for molecular engineering, where efficiency can be
tuned significantly by facilitating the TTA process with opti-
mised film thickness or packing of chains.
Finally, Zysman-Colman et al. have recently reported an
interesting deep-blue multi-resonance TADF emitter 61 with
dominant TTA at low-temperatures.127 The low-temperature
Fig. 24 Examples dual DF emission in the systems (a) 59, (b) 60 and (c) 61. (a) Transient decay spectra of the 15 wt% 59:MCP film (inset: emission spectra
of TADF components); schematic representation of RISC processes of emitters with dual delayed excited states. Reproduced with permission.124
Copyrights 2019 Frontiers. (b) Calculated HOMO and LUMO spatial distribution in 60, with isosurface value 0.02 a.u. at the TD-B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)
level of theory; electroluminescence spectra during electrical pulse ON time and delayed emission with a time delay of 5 and 50 ms in 60 PLED; the time-
integrated DF intensity vs. laser fluence plots for 60 solid film, linearly fitted with dual slopes. Reproduced with permission.126 Copyright 2018 Springer
Nature. (c) Different density plots for lowest singlet and triplet excited states for 61 calculated in the gas phase by using SCS-CC2; emission spectra of 61
in THF at 7.6  105 M at 300 K; PL transients of 61 taken in 7.6  106 M solution, excited at 355 nm, integrated between 380 and 420 nm at 300 K.
Reproduced with permission.127 Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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TTA in this case stemmed from the presence of aggregates of 61
in THF solution upon cooling. TADF replaces TTA at elevated
temperatures due to the dissolution of the aggregates. Careful
investigation of the decay kinetics revealed dual DF with an
exceptionally short TADF lifetime (450 ns) (Fig. 24(c)). Such a
TADF/TTA combination in a single material is envisaged to
enable long-lived and highly efficient OLEDs in future.
Conclusions and outlook
Herein we have given an overview of the various types of dual
emitters known to date. Overall, DE involving purely prompt
fluorescence has been studied the most thoroughly over the last
two decades. More recently, combinations of PF with delayed
emission and room temperature phosphorescence have become
fairly common due to the parallel development of TADF and RTP
emitters. However, examples of dual delayed fluorescence, dual
RTP or simultaneous DF/RTP remain quite rare.
In general, DE is dependent on several factors: (i) molecular
structure: conformation, molecular bonding pattern, donor–
acceptor balance of the chromophores, the presence of ISC/
RISC-promoting molecular fragments; (ii) molecular organization
and packing; (iii) inter- and intramolecular interactions and
(iv) external media and host effects. These factors impose certain
restrictions on the practical applications of dual emitters. There-
fore, even though promising applications such as efficient
WOLEDs, ratiometric sensing, time-resolved bio-imaging, encryp-
tion/decryption were reported, in the majority of cases successful
identification of DE can be attributed to accidental observations,
rather than deliberate molecular design. Nonetheless, utilization
of DE provides valuable optoelectronic material properties such
as reduced cost, simplified fabrication and usage, and superior
response to multidimensional stimuli, compared to mono-
emissive materials. These attractive properties can be best
exploited using single-component dual emitters. The combi-
nation of delayed emission with room temperature phosphores-
cence tends to be the most perspective DE type, as it
(i) additionally includes prompt fluorescence; (ii) provides well-
separated emission bands; (iii) offers targeted stimuli-response
ability; (iv) includes time as an additional response parameter, as
the emission covers the timeframe from ns to s.
However, the question remains: is it possible to control DE
and design the materials with targeted properties? We optimis-
tically claim that by careful molecular design, control over DE can
indeed be achieved. We have outlined the following rules to guide
the preparation of efficient DF/RTP dual emitters: (i) exploiting
D–A molecular architectures; (ii) the use of AIE-active chromo-
phores: (iii) introduction of ISC-enhancing molecular fragments;
(iv) ensuring the presence of rigidifying intramolecular interac-
tions (e.g. hydrogen/halogen bonding); (v) incorporation of
self-hosting moieties/structures to eliminate the dependence
on external host media and ensure dominance of a singular
conformation. These conditions have already been realized in
covalent organic frameworks, cyclophanes and grafted polymers,
and could be developed further in small molecule DE materials.
We note that a key challenge is to achieve DE without
requiring assistance from molecular packing (i.e. DE present
various polymorphic forms). In the above mentioned COFs,
polymers, and cyclophanes, such control can indeed be achieved
regardless of the molecular organization (crystalline vs. amor-
phous). Independence from molecular packing is an essential
feature in simplifying the fabrication process towards target
applications of DE materials. As crystals with the desirable
properties are difficult to prepare, using amorphous powders
and gels can offer a more reliable and simplified approach.
WOLEDs with a gel-based emissive layer, 2D and 3D stimuli-
responsive coatings, security tags with multidimensional encryp-
tions, and combinations of sensing and bio-imaging128 are just a
few of the possible applications of versatile DE emitters.
In conclusion, in this review we have sought to consolidate
recent new insights for the design and applications of the
efficient novel DE materials. It is anticipated that this knowl-
edge will lead to accelerated future innovation and develop-
ments in this area.
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